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Even if you aren't a sinister evildoer, there could be times when you need to get into a
computer without the password. It's quite easy to do on a Mac, and learning how to
do it can help you keep yourself better protected, too. Here's how it works.

This  classic  post  has  been  republished  is  part  of  our  Evil  Week  series  at  Lifehacker,
where  we  look  at  the  dark  side  of  getting  things  done.  Knowing  evil  means  knowing
how  to  beat  it,  so  you  can  use  your  sinister  powers  for  good.  Want  more?  Check  out
our  evil  week  tag  page.

Most methods of breaking into a Mac are variations on the same thing, so we're going
to highlight the two easiest ways—one with a Mac OS X installer and one without—
and show you how to avoid having them used on you. Note that while these two
methods will get you into the OS without knowing the password, you can always just
use our previously mentioned "lazy method" with a Mac too—just boot up the
computer with a Linux Live CD and start grabbing files.

Welcome to Lifehacker's Fifth Annual Evil Week

It's that time of year again: With Halloween getting
closer, we're feeling the need to…

How to Break Into a Windows PC (and Prevent It from

Happening to You)

If you're trying to break into a Windows computer—
whether you've forgotten your password…



Both methods outline ways to reset the Mac OS X password. While there are cracking
utilities like John the Ripper or THC-Hydra, they're either complicated to use or
expensive to buy, so we won't go into them here like we did with Windows (which has
the very easy-to-use Ophcrack).

Method One: Reset the Password with the OS X Installer

If you have the Mac OS X installer CD handy, it's super easy to change the
administrator account's password. Just insert the CD into the target Mac and hold the
"c" key as you boot up the computer. It will boot into the Mac OS X installer. If the
computer in question doesn't have a CD drive, you can either hold "Option" at boot
and choose the Recovery partition at startup, or put the Mavericks or Yosemite
installer on a flash drive. Once it does, head up to Utilities in the menu bar and
choose Password Reset. You'll get a window prompting you to select the drive on
which OS X is installed; so choose the drive you want to get into and select the user
whose password you want from the drop-down menu. Note: If you're using the
Mountain Lion installer or later, you won't see this menu item. Instead, choose
Terminal from the menu, type in resetpassword , and press Enter to get to the

password reset menu.

How to Create an OS X Mavericks USB Installation Drive

OS X Mavericks is available in the Mac App Store now,
but it's only an upgrade—but if you want …



Enter a new password for that user and hit the save button. That's it! When you
reboot the computer, you can use your new password to log into the computer. Note
that unfortunately, you still won't be able to unlock the Keychain, so if what you're
trying to access has another layer of password protection, you need to do some extra
legwork to view it.

Method Two: Reset the Password in Single User Mode

If you don't have an installer CD handy, you just need to do a bit of fancy command-
line footwork to achieve the same end as the CD method. Boot up the computer,
holding Command+S as you hear the startup chime. The Mac will boot into single
user mode, giving you a command prompt after loading everything up. If the Mac is
running Snow Leopard or below, type the following commands, hitting Enter after
each one and waiting for the prompt to come up again before running the next one:

/sbin/fsck -fy
/sbin/mount -uw /
launchctl load /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.DirectoryServices.plist
dscl . -passwd /Users/whitsongordon lifehacker

If the Mac is running Lion or above, you'll instead want to use the following
commands:



/sbin/fsck -fy
/sbin/mount -uw /
launchctl load /System/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.apple.opendirectoryd.plist
dscl . -passwd /Users/whitsongordon lifehacker

Replace whitsongordon  with the user whose account you want to access and 

lifehacker  with the new password you want to assign to that user. If you get an

error message about com.apple.DirectoryServicesLocal.plist  on a Lion

or Mountain Lion machine, just ignore it—the password reset should still work.

If you don't know the user's username, it should be pretty easy to run ls /Users

at any time during single user mode to list all the home folders on the Mac, which

usually correspond to the usernames available on the Mac. Note that the user's

password is different than the root password. If you want access to the more secured

parts of their machine—like their password keychain—you can change their root

password by running this commandafter loading opendirectoryd.plist :

passwd root

Once finished, you should have access to most of their system, including their saved

passwords for other apps.

How to Protect Your Mac from Being Broken Into



Both of these methods are easy to pull off, but if your victim has encrypted their hard
drive, you won't be able to see or reset the password. So, to protect yourself from
these attacks, it's a good idea to turn on FileVault under System Preferences >
Security.

However, for even more protection, you can set up a firmware password on your
machine. Just boot up from the OS X Installer CD and go to Utilities > Firmware
Password Utility and set a firmware password. This prevents other folks from being
able to boot up your computer from another hard disk, CD, or even in single user
mode. Someone with bad intentions could still bypass it, but it would require quite a
bit of alone time with your hardware. So, for best results, you'll probably want to have
both layers of protection: encrypt your drive with FileVault and set up a firmware
password using the installer CD.

As always, these are just a few of the easiest ways to break into a Mac. Try it for
yourself on your own machine—you'll be shocked at how easy it is. The takeaway? Set
up FileVault and a firmware password to keep yourself protected.

Video  music  by  Multifaros.

OuranosSkia Whitson Gordon
10/16/12 5:17am

I mentioned this on the Windows version of this and feel I should also mention
it here. While encryption is a very good way to secure your data, it has
downfalls as well. Encrypted data can only be accessed with the right



decryption key. If you encrypt data that you need and lose access to your

account for some reason, there is no easy way to decrypt it again (there are

ways, but they take a ridiculous amount of time depending on the level of

encryption). Also, gaining access to encrypted files has an extra time overhead

for normal use because of the process required to decrypt it.

Related, a malicious hacker who knows you encrypt a large amount of data

could very easily screw you over by using one of these methods to go in and

change your password. Once changed, there's no way to go back and you will

lose access to any encrypted files.

Alternatively, for files that you can't let others see and you access infrequently, I

suggest using a secure online storage system. While they have some security

pitfalls of their own, generally you need to be targeted specifically AND they

need to know that you use that specific service for them to get anything useful.

The takeaway? Encryption is nice for a more "ultimate" level of security, but

should still be used sparingly. Make sure that what you're encrypting is

something you absolutely cannot let someone else see and is also something

that you would be ok with losing. If you are not ok with losing that data, it is

strongly suggested to find another way of securing it.

Sandrockcstm OuranosSkia

10/16/12 11:11am

This sums up my feeling regarding encryption. I was seriously considering it for

my Macbook, but frankly the potential costs outweigh the benefits. Being

locked out of my own computer with the possibility of never getting back in

(sans a complete wipe of the hard drive) is too much of a risk in my book. Great

for corporate computers, where if you lose access it's most likely backed up in

an almost endless redundancy, but for the average user the risks are too high.

Steven Grimm Sandrockcstm

10/29/13 5:35am

Even average users should be doing backups of their important files. There are

plenty of good backup options both online and off; there's no good excuse to

not use one.

Sandrockcstm Steven Grimm

10/29/13 7:26am



Hello Necromancer.

Who said anything about not backing up?

Backups are great, and they're so easily accessible now that, yes, everyone

should back up their hard-drives. I back up my hard-drives.

But the problem is two-fold. First and foremost, if you use time-machine like

me, then encrypting your hard-drive makes Time Machine almost useless.

Rather than backing up every hour and making incremental back-ups, it only

backs up when you shut down. Since I use a macbook, and travel with it

frequently, and rarely shut it down, this makes it more likely for me to forget to

shut it down and back up the hard-drive, or more likely that I won't be able to

backup when I have the time. It really invalidates Time Machine as a feature.

But the other problem is time. Backups are extremely useful, but one thing they

can't give you back is time. If I get locked out of my computer because of

encryption, then I've lost at least a full day restoring my computer to a useable

state. I've probably lost that plus a few hours checking to make sure I have

everything where I need it. That's not insignificant.

As I said, if I had extremely sensitive data on my hard-drive, and traveled

frequently, then an encryption would make sense. As it stands, for my

purposes, encryption creates more risk for me than good. The likelihood of me

getting locked out of my computer now by accident or malicious intent is

negligible, but if I encrypted my hard-drive the likelihood of me getting locked

out would be non-negligible. For me, that risk is not worth it, backup or no.

wakers01 Whitson Gordon
10/15/12 6:14pm

Couldn't someone pull the cmos battery to reset the firmware password? Hard

drive encryption definitely seems like the best route. Does anyone have any

experience enabling encryption on a system with an SSD (I installed a Samsung

830 recently)? I imagine it wouldn't matter, but I wonder if there is something

that wouldn't play nice with the TRIM hack I had to do.

macshome wakers01
10/15/12 7:46pm

I run Filevault on all my portable systems and they all have SSD drives. I doubt

your TRIM hack will make a difference to the encryption as it's a device level

thing.



wakers01 macshome
10/15/12 8:27pm

That is what I was thinking and hoping. Thanks.

chivenation wakers01
7/06/13 9:44am

Mac's don't have CMOS, they use EFI and don't have an easily accessible
battery.

kdubbg Whitson Gordon
10/16/12 1:54pm

Here's the thing, please never forget your firmware password. Never forget it.
Never ever forget that password, Just don't. Why am I repeating myself?
Because, especially if you have newer Mac, resetting your firmware password is
next to impossible to to do yourself. The same is true for encrypting your home
folder. If you have an encrypted home folder and you don't back up all your
data, you will be in a very sad little corner of the world if your hard drive stops
working properly. It can make data recovery extremely difficult.

Corey Edwards kdubbg
2/06/15 12:06pm

Firmware passwords are super simple to reset on modern Macs, what are you
smoking?

kdubbg Corey Edwards
2/11/15 7:05pm

Incorrect since 2010. One previous generations reconfiguring the RAM and an
NVRAM reset would shake loose a firmware password. not so since then.

Corey Edwards kdubbg
2/12/15 9:25pm

So? Pull the battery. No matter what generation you have, removing the system
battery will wipe the password.



kdubbg Corey Edwards
3/03/15 8:11am

That is factually incorrect. In a MacBook Pro <2011 or MacBook Air from late

2010 on, pulling the battery does not clear the firmware password. A hint as to

why you may want to stop talking now: I work for Apple.

Josh Whitson Gordon
10/29/13 8:10am

I am going to have to keep these handy for non-evil (cue evil grin) purposes.

But let me ask a Serious Question, How Many People, and when I mean people

the standard User and Not us IT Geeks or people whom are tech-literate

actually Encrypt the Hard Drive with a program like True-crypt?

rustybadger Whitson Gordon
10/15/12 8:43pm

Firmware passwords are ludicrously easy to defeat: Simply pull one of the ram

modules (or replace the ram with a different size of module) and restart the

machine. The reason? Macs see any hardware changes as a 'big deal' and reset

the firmware password to null. Encryption is really your only defense against

'casual' snoopers (that is, anyone unwilling to spend the time and money

necessary to defeat encrypted filesystems), so a firmware password is really

only an annoyance for the legit user. As always, use a proper encryption scheme

and don't encrypt the ENTIRE drive- only the files you need to secure. Have a

'fake password' that will reveal a few folders of innocuous files, in case you are

forced to unlock the machine for law enforcement or the TSA bozos. A side

note: FileVault is not really a very good encryption tool, so please use

something a bit more rugged like TrueCrypt.

kdubbg rustybadger
10/16/12 1:45pm

The RAM removal technique only works for models prior to 2010. Newer

models are not able to be reset that way.

asverav rustybadger
10/18/12 5:51am



Not the whole story. Change RAM configuration...Yes. BUT, you then have to
reset the PRAM.

Also, kdubbg is correct in stating that it only works in models prior to 2010.

Dave Myers Whitson Gordon
10/16/12 12:01pm

I'd like to point out that it's not even necessary to reset another users' password
on a Mac. Since administrators can change permissions or view any files on the
entire system, all you need is a new admin account, which can be accomplished
via the Single User Mode (which, for security reasons - you ought to disable) by
deleting the /var/db/.AppleSetupDone file. Once you do that and reboot the
Mac will run first-time setup and you can skip Apple Account registration, then
setup a temporary user and set whatever password you'd like. First-time setup
just creates new admin users. Done this loads of times on work machines for
local access, or to get to files of a AD / OD-ARD domain user that couldn't
logon.

Michael Christenson II Dave Myers
10/21/14 9:55pm

Single user is easy to use. I've used it to get into admin accessed for years when
my father in-law/businesses partner would sometimes turn on me and try to
take control of things. Never try to lock our the tech guy when you don't know
tech.

komocode Whitson Gordon
10/15/12 4:48pm

I have a question. If I enable filevault on a macbook, and I have two accounts,
one for me and one for a friend, if the friend logs in to his account, can he
access my files?

Canyoncliffs was [Redacted] Whitson Gordon
10/16/12 7:36am

The installer CD isn't even necessary on some recent Macs. Hold Option while
booting to bring up the boot menu. Choose the recovery drive. After the
machine boots, select Terminal from the menu (under utilities) and enter the
command "resetpassword".



Load More

science_man Whitson Gordon
10/21/14 8:06am

I'd skip the /sbin/fsck command: it takes a while, and the chances that the hard

drive iI corrupted are virtually nil.

DrewsifStalin Whitson Gordon
10/18/12 7:47am

Has anyone mentioned if you have your own mac near you can connect them

and acces the hard drive via Target Disk Mode?



All the Important Stuff Google Announced at I/O 2015

Today, Google kicked off its I/O conference with the traditional keynote full of new
product announcements. Here are…

Read on Lifehacker 

A Huge List of Brands That Come With Lifetime Warranties

When you plan to have something for a long time, it makes sense to pay for quality.
And it makes even more sense when…



Read on Two Cents 

Hola Better Internet Sells Your Bandwidth, Turning Its VPN into a

Botnet

Hola Better Internet is a popular Chrome extension that allows you to watch blocked

content overseas. However, there’s…

Read on Lifehacker 



Amazon Now Offers Free Same-Day Delivery for Amazon Prime

Members

Amazon Prime, already a valuable service, just got even better. Prime members can
order something in the morning any…

Read on Lifehacker 
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